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   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Includes: Section on Ray Bradbury, and many other mentions
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: Pulp front covers are examined
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: Oversized Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Includes: Truffaut’s *Fahrenheit 451*
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback, movie as graphic novel (with scene shots and dialogue), no page numbers
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: Trade paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: LaserDiscs 1, 2 and 4
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback, fold-out blueprint
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

CROSSLISTED IN ARTICLES

Includes: Essay by Ray Bradbury “The Thirties”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback, essays and interviews
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Includes: Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback, about Clive Barker

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS**

Includes: Foreword “Tarzan, Saturday Nights, and Me” by Ray Bradbury (1992)
Notes: Oversize PB, no page numbers

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT**

Includes: Section on *The Martian Chronicles* by Ray Bradbury with other mentions

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
   **Notes:** no page numbers
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Includes:** Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** Trade Paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** Trade Paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT**

   **Includes:** Two Mentions of Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** Trade Paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** Trade Paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**CROSSLISTED IN COMMERCIAL ANTHOLOGIES AND PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT**

   **Includes:** *Homecoming* by Ray Bradbury and other mentions
   **Notes:** Anthology
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT**

   **Includes:** Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT**

   **Includes:** Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: Trade Paperback, no page number
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

CROSSTILLED IN INTRODUCTIONS
   Includes: Foreword by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: Trade Paperback, no page number
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**Notes**: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift


**Notes**: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: No page numbers.

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: No page numbers.

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: Trade Paperback, signed by author

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: Trade Paperback, no page numbers

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: Trade Paperback, no page numbers

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


**Notes**: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit
**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Oversized Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback, no page numbers  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** trade paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback; 2 mentions of Ray Bradbury  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT

   Includes: Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
   Notes: 2 identical copies
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance (with Plastic DJ)

   Notes: 2 identical copies
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Notes: Originally published under Terror!
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Notes: Foreword by Jim Danforth
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS

   Includes: Introduction by Ray Bradbury
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

   Includes: Introduction by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: Trade Paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSS-LISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS BY RAY BRADBURY
  Includes: Foreword by Ray Bradbury
  Notes: Signed by Ray Bradbury and Ray Harryhausen
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSS-LISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS BY RAY BRADBURY
  Includes: A “Historical Perspective” [article] by Ray Bradbury titled: “We Are the Carpenters of an Invisible Cathedral”
  Notes: Trade Paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT
  Includes: Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
  Notes: Trade Paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

  Notes: Trade Paperback, no page numbers, no copyright date
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT
  Includes: Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSS-LISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS BY RAY BRADBURY
  Includes: Foreword by Ray Bradbury
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

  Notes: Trade Paperback, includes 3-D glasses
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

  Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT

Notes: Includes mentions of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: 1 mention of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT
Includes: Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT
Includes: Many mentions of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION ICONOGRAPHY
Notes: Hardback with dust jacket
Shelf location: Literary and Cultural Figures Associated with Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Note: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Introduction by Ray Bradbury

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback, includes 3-D glasses

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
*Notes*: Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback; two mentions of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback; one mention of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
CROSSTILLED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT
Includes: Mentions of Ray Bradbury
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
CROSSTILLED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT
Includes: Two mentions of Ray Bradbury
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
  
  Notes: Trade Paperback, translated by Laurel Hirsch

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback, missing end of book

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback, no page numbers

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: no page numbers

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Notes: Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

  
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback, revised and updated edition, 1995
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**CROSSLISTED IN PARTIAL BOOKS ABOUT**

**Includes:** Mentions of Ray Bradbury
**Notes:** Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Includes:** Section on “Ray Bradbury and the lost voice of childhood”
**Notes:** Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** no page numbers
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback, no page numbers
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mentions of RB
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS
Includes: Introduction “Seances and Ghosts” by Ray Bradbury
Notes: no page numbers, photographs by Aldo Sessa
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Illustrations by Berni Wrightson
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Illustrations by Barry Moser
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: two mentions of Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: no page numbers
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: one mention of RB
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY CROSSLISTED IN LITERARY AND CULTURAL FIGURES

Notes: “A pictorial excursion into the realm of cinematic fantasy… featuring three hundred photographs.” Oversized
Shelf location: Literary and Cultural Figures Associated with Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS AND BOOKS ABOUT

Notes: 3 copies, 1 signed copy (Eller’s)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 2 copies, Albright Gift; 1 copy Eller deposit

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mentions of RB
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS

Includes: Introduction “Buck Rogers in Apollo Year 1” by Ray Bradbury (1969)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Includes: The Illustrated Man
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance:

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit


**Notes:** Trade Paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit


**Notes:** Trade Paperback, one reference to RB

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit


**Notes:** mentions of RB

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit